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The ingredients that are necessary and sufficient for granting a US patent are the 
intersection of  new, useful, and non-obvious elements of enablement.  This intersection 
is used by experts skilled in the art to examine the patent specification and it’s claims. As 
an inventor you must describe why this application is not anticipated by the prior art.   
The analysis of  prior art when viewed as a unique element or in combination therein 
cannot read against the claims that arise as a result of the proposed invention.   
This talk will analyze  USPA 5,798,553 “Trench Isolated FET Devices, and the Method 
for their manufacture”.   The application describes a fundamental industry problem, and a 
proposed solution.   A description of how this  problem statement was introduced into the 
technical community through IEEE publication is also shown.  Fundamental electrical 
engineering principles are used to both analyze and solve the problem.   A semiconductor 
process solution using standard techniques is shown to satisfy the conditions of new, 
useful, and non-obvious, and leads to the claims this patent now protects. 
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